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Julien Jomaux
• Engineer, specialized in electricity and energy systems

• Work experiences in Belgium, Rwanda, and Albania

• Passionate about electricity, energy, and sustainability

• Family with three kids
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Three main greenhouse gases
CO2 is 75%, CH4 17%, N2O 6%: all growing
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Unequal distribution of emissions across the world 
From 0.06 T in Burundi to 15.09 T in Australia
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CO2 is at an unprecedented level in human history
And global temperatures are rising
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https://www.nathanielbullard.com/



Climate change is real
And it will have a broad range of impacts 
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The different sources of emissions
Energy represents 3 quarters of all emissions
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Limiting to 1.5 degrees
Is it still possible ?
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Limiting to 1.5 degrees
Decoupling GDP and emissions is possible but it is extremely slow
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https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(23)00174-2/fulltext



Fossil fuels should stay underground 
We cannot burn the known reserves of fossil fuels if we want to stay under 2 degrees.
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Always more fossil fuels burned
Consumption of fossil fuels are still increasing 
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Video AREVA: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPDoWxtwSoY

The energy transition
A common view on the past and future energy transitions

For a great view on the energy transition: Jean-Baptiste Fressoz, French historian 
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The past energy transitions
From biomass to coal to oil to natural gas… in route to sources with low emissions?
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Or the different additions?
It seems that energy has been added on top of each other
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Oil made cars possible

Cars need steel, which 
requires coal

Or even symbiosis / mutual reinforcement
The case with the automobile industry
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Or even symbiosis / mutual reinforcement
Would it be the same with renewables?
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The rebound effect / Javons paradox
Efficiency reduces energy cost, which contributes to increasing consumption. 
The motor of socioeconomic development
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https://2030.builders/the-hidden-part-of-sustainability-rebound-effect/



The rebound effect with renewables?
Renewables might also lead to a rebound effect
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Two different issues
Energy poverty is still very much an issue
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The world is unequal
A person in the USA consumes 262 times more than one in Burundi
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GDP vs Energy Use
The link is very strong
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https://www.csis.org/analysis/energy-and-growth-exploring-nuanced-relationship



Energy Poverty
Access to electricity and clean cooking
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Wind and solar are getting cheaper
Even though there has been a small uptick recently
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Solar is leading
Solar modules cost only 1% of what they use to cost 30 years ago
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https://www.vdma.org/international-technology-roadmap-photovoltaic



Solar is leading
Solar is being deployed at an unpreceded speed
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Solar is leading
Investment in solar is overtaking oil production spending in 2023
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Batteries are getting cheaper
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Electric Vehicles
More and more on the road
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Heat pumps
An important tool for the electrification of heating
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https://notesfrompoland.com/2023/04/28/heat-pumps-boom-in-poland-europes-fastest-growing-market/



Lighting
We are increasingly using LED for lighting
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Economy is decoupling from CO2
GDP is growing faster than CO2 emissions
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Electricity is the best form of energy
No need to replace all the primary energy
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https://www.motortrend.com/news/evs-more-efficient-than-internal-combustion-engines/



Behavioural change
People could have an impact
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https://www.cleanenergywire.org/news/sustainable-travel-and-flying-shame-growing-concerns-germans-
survey
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Norway
Hydro country: decarbonized electricity
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https://www.iea.org/



Norway
Final consumption: still a lot of oil
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Norway
Mobility: slow process
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Norway
CO2 emissions per capita: around 7t CO2 (France is at 4.2) 
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https://www.iea.org/



Norway
Some conclusions

• Some countries with hydro potential have already decarbonized their electricity grid. 

 Potential for green energy (=geography) plays an important role. 

• Decarbonization of the electricity sector is only part of the problem 

 Electricity is the easiest. 

• Decarbonization of the transportation sector is relatively slow

Major different between the flux (= the sale of EV) and the stock (the fleet). 
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France
CO2 emissions per capita: around 7t CO2 (France is at 4.2) 
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https://www.iea.org/



France
Nuclear is low-carbon
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https://app.electricitymaps.com/



France
Some conclusions

• Nuclear provides decarbonized power. Of course, nuclear is not cheap.

 Nuclear could be a way to decarbonize electricity generation. 

• Electricity is not energy

We consume a lot of fossil fuels directly (cars, heating, industry). Not only as energy but 
also a feedstock (plastics, fertilizers). 
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Kenya
Energy supply still dominated by biofuels
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https://africa-energy-portal.org/news/role-clean-
cooking-sustainable-development



Kenya
Energy use is still extremely low
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Kenya
Some conclusions

• Developing nations are in a very different situation.

 Some more obvious actions are needed first, like access to clean cooking, electricity, etc. 

• Energy use per capita has to increase

 The development of the country would need to go through more consumption. 

 Could it leapfrog directly to renewables only? 
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Clean Energy Tracker
A lot of red in the IEA list

https://www.iea.org/reports/tracking-clean-energy-progress-2023
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Coal in electricity
Coal is dirty but cheap and easy
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https://www.worldometers.info/



Industry - Cement
No progress
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https://www.toppr.com/ask/en-bt/question/how-portland-cement-is-manufactured/



Building Envelopes
Building renovation is really slow and deep ones are almost inexistant
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Renovation-rates-in-residential-buildings-in-the-EU28-Member-
States-by-renovation-level_fig2_366030623



Aviation
Only a tiny fraction of the world is actually contributing
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Energy poverty is still very much an issue
Important to note that many countries are still lacking proper energy
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From knowledge to warm home” project -Croatia



Adaptation and Resilience
For local population (especially the ones not responsible), adaptation is key
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Low-hanging fruits

• Solar in dirty grids (replacing diesel generators or coal power plants).

• Solar heaters in sunny countries.

• Investing in public transport system (bus).

• Clean cooking solutions.

• Adaption measures and resilience.

• … measures to be adapted to the context / country specific. 

Some ideas (not exhaustive of course)
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